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Figure 1: TapLight is an egocentric remote contact sensing system that simultaneously discovers physical surfaces and moments
of touch through a novel integration of structured light and laser speckle: (a) The diffracted laser creates a sparse dot pattern on
the surface, producing binocular disparity in the RGB camera’s view, from which we estimate depth values and fit a plane. The
monochrome camera’s exposed sensor captures the interference of diffused laser reflections, and its high framerate reveals the
remote vibrations propagating through both, the hand and the surface upon contact. TapLight combines detected surfaces with
the tracked hand poses from the VR headset, verifies and determines touch locations, and relays them into Virtual Reality (b).

ABSTRACT
Despite advancements in egocentric hand tracking using head-
mounted cameras, contact detection with real-world objects re-
mains challenging, particularly for the quick motions often per-
formed during interaction in Mixed Reality. In this paper, we in-
troduce a novel method for detecting touch on discovered physical
surfaces purely from an egocentric perspective using optical sens-
ing. We leverage structured laser light to detect real-world surfaces
from the disparity of reflections in real-time and, at the same time,
extract a time series of remote vibrometry sensations from laser
speckle motions. The pattern caused by structured laser light reflec-
tions enables us to simultaneously sample themechanical vibrations
that propagate through the user’s hand and the surface upon touch.

We integrated Structured Light Speckle into TapLight, a proto-
type system that is a simple add-on to Mixed Reality headsets. In
our evaluation with a Quest 2, TapLight—while moving—reliably
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detected horizontal and vertical surfaces across a range of surface
materials. TapLight also reliably detected rapid touch contact and
robustly discarded other hand motions to prevent triggering spuri-
ous input events. Despite the remote sensing principle of Structured
Light Speckle, our method achieved a latency for event detection
in realistic settings that matches body-worn inertial sensing with-
out needing such additional instrumentation. We conclude with a
series of VR demonstrations for situated interaction that leverage
the quick touch interaction TapLight supports.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Directly interacting with elements in Virtual Reality (VR) has nu-
merous advantages over indirect techniques (e.g., ray cast [27] or
cursor techniques [4]). Resembling how we manipulate objects in
the real world, direct interaction with virtual mid-air objects in
VR contributes to a stronger sense of presence [3]. Previous stud-
ies have also shown that direct interaction leads to efficient task
completion in VR [11], allowing users to leverage their existing
spatial [48] and motor skills [32]. It also leads to higher user en-
gagement [55] and satisfaction [54], making the user experience
seamless and enjoyable within the virtual world.

Direct interaction in VR additionally can be supplemented with
tactile sensations, such as by appropriating passive physical objects
and surfaces for input [2, 9, 53]. Recent work has shown that inte-
grating even larger surfaces into VR, such as tables [35, 39, 47, 50],
may additionally reduce fatigue during interaction [11, 52], as users
can lean and rest on them. Augmenting virtual experiences with
these physical affordances could thus support more efficient [68, 69]
and longer work sessions [2] by reducing the strain on the body.

To detect touches on physical surfaces, previous approaches have
augmented real-world surfaces with input tracking (e.g., capacitive
sensing [14, 36] or multiple depth cameras [26, 58]). Alternatively,
previous work directly equipped users with wearable sensors (e.g.,
rings [18, 23] and wristbands [35, 50]), which typically detect phys-
ical contact through inertial sensing.

While such sensor augmentations can detect touch interaction in
VR, they increase system complexity, require low-latency communi-
cation, and need more elaborate manufacturing. In contrast, recent
consumer devices integrate all system functionality into the headset
as a single device, including inside-out tracking through multiple
cameras that additionally track the user’s hand poses for input in
VR (e.g., Meta Quest 2 [34], VIVE Focus 3 [12]). Although it stands
to reason that such camera setups may be capable of detecting touch
input, precise detection of quick events on uninstrumented real-
world surfaces is a substantial challenge in practice, particularly in
mobile settings and egocentric systems [61].

In this paper, we introduce structured light speckle, a sensing
method that reliably detects physical surfaces as well as touch
events on them—even while in motion. The key element of our
method is the integration of structured light from a laser source,
as found in depth cameras (e.g., Kinect 1 or Intel RealSense [65],
Face ID [56]), with remote vibrometry by sensing laser speckle
from the interference of diffusely reflected laser rays. Our purely
optical approach affords sensing from a single vantage point; this
allows it to be integrated into a single wearable headset, which we
demonstrate through our prototype system TapLight.

Structured light speckle→ surfaces & touches
Figure 1a shows a user wearing a VR headset equipped with Tap-
Light, interacting inside an immersive environment (b) where a
browser is aligned with the physical table. The headset exposes
TapLight’s two additional embedded cameras and its diffracted laser
emitter to implement structured light speckle sensing. Our system
complements the headset’s inside-out tracking inside world space
and its hand pose tracking, supplying the location of discovered
real-world surfaces as well as touch-input events on them. TapLight
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Figure 2: TapLight fuses cues from its own plane detection,
moment of touch detection, and the headset-provided hand
poses to trigger input events in VR.

seamlessly triggers input events as they occur in the interactive en-
vironment, while the headset’s tracking supplies the input location.

Figure 2 illustrates TapLight’s implementation of structured light
speckle sensing. The diffraction grating added to the laser produces
a grid of 12×7 rays with a constant angle in between individual rays.
An RGB camera resolves diffuse laser reflections from real-world
geometry, which our pipeline extracts and estimates depth from,
thereby sparsely implementing structured light depth sensing. Our
system then fits a plane to these observations and places it in world
coordinates based on the headset’s global pose.

At the same time, TapLight’s monochrome global shutter camera
with an exposed sensor captures the laser speckle from the diffused
reflections, which we transform into a 280Hz excitation signal to
resolve remote vibrations that propagate through the user’s hand
upon touch as well as through the surface. Our system then extracts
moments of touch, verifies touch events based on the headset’s
reported hand positions, velocities, and the previously detected
physical surface, and passes validated events to the VR frontend.

We evaluated TapLight’s detection of depth and touch in a con-
trolled experiment. For depth, TapLight discovered planar surfaces
with an error of 22mm (horizontal) and 45mm (vertical) within a
range of 1m, estimating surface normals with a mean accuracy of 6◦
(wall) and 2.8◦ (table). For touch detection, we evaluated TapLight’s
performance with 8 participants on a table, a wall, and a shelf to
examine the impact of surface rigidity. TapLight accurately detected
touch events (𝐹1 = 0.95), hardly reporting any false-positive input
events as participants moved their hands in front of the headset.
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Contributions
We make the following contributions in this paper:

(1) a novel non-contact depth+touch sensing method that supports
mobile use, operating from a single vantage point, and, thus, ad-
equate for the use in head-mounted devices. The key component
of our approach is the simultaneous detection of surfaces from
the binocular disparity between the reflections of diffracted
laser rays and the recognition of touch events on them through
motions in speckle patterns (i.e., remote vibrometry).

(2) an integrated system that fuses information about headset poses,
hand poses, and detected surfaces into a joint 3D model of phys-
ical surroundings to provide low-latency touch detection and
false-positive rejection of input events with a moving sensor.

(3) a technical evaluation of surface detection, showing promising
accuracy for depth and touch detection for practical purposes.

(4) a set of demo applications that showcases the use of our real-
time system in everyday settings to support the interaction in
VR through passive haptic feedback.

Collectively, our contributions show the promise of touch inter-
action with physical affordances for interacting in VR, detected
directly by the headset with no other wearable sensors or instru-
mentation of the environment. Our method outlines a path to sup-
porting touch as the input modality people use with their devices
on a daily basis, though in immersive scenarios and mobile settings.

2 RELATEDWORK
The work in this paper is related to touch interaction in AR/VR,
depth-based touch detection, and speckle-based sensing.

2.1 Direct (touch) interaction in AR/VR
Not least due to the availability of hand pose tracking on emerging
Mixed Reality headsets (e.g., Quest [34], HoloLens [13], or VIVE
Focus [12]) is direct interaction in immersive environments be-
coming increasingly popular [3, 53]. Researchers have proposed a
multitude of direct interaction techniques and shown their benefits
over indirect interaction, though mostly for mid-air use.

In parallel, previous work has investigated direct interaction that
leverages real-world affordances for better input control [28]. The
added benefit of such interaction is the complementary passive
haptic feedback from physical objects [9, 47, 53]. To track touches
in such scenarios, previous work has used external tracking sys-
tems [9, 58], which are adequate for stationary VR setups. More
portable solutions have opted for wearable approaches that directly
capture the sensations of contact with surfaces, such as acoustic
sensors [44] or inertial measurement units (IMUs) placed on the
user’s fingers [23, 45, 51], wrists [42, 63], or on the surface using
a wrist-worn interface [19]. Common to these approaches is that
they detect the mechanical vibration waves that originate as users
make physical contact with a surface.

2.2 Depth & depth-based touch sensing
Depth cameras have frequently been used for sensing touch input
at scale. With the arrival of the Kinect [31], depth cameras became
commodity sensors to detect the distance of objects in view and

segment them [58]. Kinect implements structured light sensing, de-
tecting the binocular disparity of an emitted light pattern of a large
number of points [65], reporting depth at a sufficient resolution
to detect touch input in stationary setups by applying a threshold
above the background [57] or explicitly detecting fingers on sur-
faces [25]. Depth sensors have spurred much research on touch
sensing and accuracy, including for location and event detection,
and remain actively investigated in the community [7, 16, 24, 40, 43].

Achieving high accuracy in touch detection requires input sens-
ing with high stability, positional accuracy, and reliable touch seg-
mentation for detection. However, methods based on depth cam-
eras face the challenge to provide this level of accuracy due to
limited depth resolution and noise characteristics [60]. Xiao et al.
discussed the main challenges in their evaluation of depth-based
touch sensing, reporting the rate of missed touches and spurious
extra touches to cause the largest issues [61]. To increase the reso-
lution of depth-based touch detection and decrease its noise level,
several approaches have been proposed integrating additional sen-
sors. For example, DIRECT processes both depth and infrared data
to detect fingertip positions with just a 5mm error [60]. MRTouch
extends this technique to the time-of-flight depth camera inside a
Microsoft HoloLens [61]. Dante’s multi-modal sensing approach
combines depth and thermal imaging to increase stability [40]. Al-
though optimized to detect touch positions, both DIRECT andDante
exhibit latency issues, which recent learning-based approaches have
shown to decrease to interactive rates (e.g., 70ms [16]).

In principle, structured light speckle can operate based on the
technical components inside the first Kinect. While Kinect’s design
focused on depth estimation, it already incorporated an infrared
laser that passed through a diffractive optic element to produce a dot
pattern—yet Kinect’s implementation was oblivious to the powerful
signal caused by the laser speckle sensations that invisibly emerged
during hand-object interaction events such as surface touches.

2.3 Speckle-based sensing
Laser speckle results from the diffused material reflections of laser
beams, which creates interference patterns on the image sensor.
The phenomenon has been explored for interactive purposes such
as touch or motion detection on surfaces without instrumenting
the user or the surface [38, 66, 70]. Laser vibrometry can reliably
operate over a large distance to detect vibrations on physical objects
and surfaces, even at city scale [67]. Since reflected speckle patterns
depend on the material’s surface structure, the sensing approach is
also useful for texture classification [15, 41, 62].

Speckle sensing takes advantage of the collimated and coherent
properties of lasers, which provide high sensitivity and signal-to-
noise ratio [46]. Especially when high-speed cameras are used to
resolve speckle motion, previous methods have been able to pre-
serve and analyze the spatial correlations between speckle patterns
between frames when objects are in motion [70]. For example,
ForceSight detected laser speckle shifts due to object deformation
under force for non-contact force sensing in a stationary setup [38],
which yields continuous levels of pressure.

Our method builds on prior approaches to speckle-based sensing;
we not only fuse it with structured light sensing for simultaneous
depth estimation but, importantly, adapt speckle sensing for the
use in a mobile and moving platform for remote vibrometry.
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Figure 3: TapLight’s implementation of structured light speckle sensing, including components and exchanged data objects.

3 METHOD & TAPLIGHT’S IMPLEMENTATION
Structured light speckle fuses two parts to simultaneously detect
real-world objects as well as the events of contact with them: struc-
tured light-based depth estimation from individual laser reflections
and reflection-based speckle motions that reveal remote vibrations.

As shown in Figure 3, TapLight implements our method using
a diffracted laser to produce a grid of laser reflections for sparse
structured light-based depth estimation and speckle-based motion
detection. TapLight runs interactively and detects surfaces around
the user by fitting a plane to the sparse set of depth estimations,
locating touches on them in real time upon detecting a contact
event in the speckle-based vibrometry signal.

Figure 1a shows our prototype, which comprises two embedded
platforms with a camera on each board for sparse depth estimates
and contact detection, respectively. The signal stimulus from a
532 nm laser is diffracted into the grid of rays by a grated plastic
layer that we extracted from inexpensive diffraction glasses. While
TapLight would equally work with an infrared laser (e.g., those in
Kinect or Intel RealSense), we selected a green laser for ease of
system development and debugging.

3.1 Depth estimation from structured laser light
Our method first estimates the depth distance for each projected
point in the diffracted laser grid. It takes an image of the emitted
laser grid as input. We leverage the binocular disparity between
the emitter and the camera, which causes reflections in the image
to shift to an extent that is inversely proportional to the depth
distances as shown in Figure 4.

Camera interface. For depth sensing, TapLight features an embed-
ded RGB camera (OmniVision OV7725) that we configured to out-
put frames at QVGA resolution (320 px × 240 px) at 80 fps. The
camera’s field of view measures 63.5◦ , which we fully leverage for
depth sensing. The distance (i.e., baseline) between the laser and
the camera is 65mm, optimizing parallax and thus depth resolution
while fitting TapLight’s case between the headset’s own cameras.

Extract laser ray reflections. Due to the contrast between the laser
reflections and the typically uniformly colored surfaces, TapLight
adjusts the camera’s exposure time so as to darken most of the
background and highlight the diffused laser pattern. We adaptively
threshold the image to detect connected pixels as a mask. Their
center of mass then yields the coordinates in the original image.

When TapLight is located too close to a surface, the laser reflec-
tion may exhibit noise surrounding the center. The noise distribu-
tion is typically symmetric, such that the center of mass remains
accurate. However, as the user moves away from a surface, re-
flected intensities become weaker. We defined a minimum of five
reflections that TapLight needs to extract before advancing in its
processing pipeline to detect physical surfaces.

Undistort extracted laser reflections. During runtime, TapLight ap-
plies the intrinsic parameters to all extracted reflection coordinates
to correct for lens distortion during our depth estimation. We ob-
tain the intrinsics using a one-time camera calibration procedure
as follows: Using an 8 × 7 checkerboard pattern with a known
square length, we captured multiple images from various angles
and distances to cover the camera’s full field of view. Through cor-
ner detection during post-processing, we extracted the pattern’s
corners across images and derived the intrinsic parameters of the
camera, such as the focal length, the principal point, and the lens
distortion coefficients using OpenCV’s calibration routine [5].

Derive depth estimates from disparity. TapLight extracts the diffused
reflections’ 3D coordinates in the coordinate system of the camera.
Starting with their 2D pixel coordinates in the captured images, we
leverage the binocular disparity (i.e., the length of the baseline 𝑙)
between the laser emitter and the RGB camera as shown in Figure 4.

We compute the orthogonal projection distance 𝑑 from a diffused
reflection point 𝑃 onto the baseline (see Figure 5),

𝑙 = 𝑙1 + 𝑙2
= 𝑑 tan(𝛼) + 𝑑 tan(𝛽) . (1)

Here, 𝑙 is the length of the baseline and 𝛼 is the laser beam’s angle
of diffraction. 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 are the distances from the laser emitter and
the RGB camera to the orthogonal projection of 𝑃 onto the baseline,
respectively. The distance depends on the horizontal angle 𝛽 of
the laser grid’s center pixel location to the center point 𝐶 in the
captured RGB image.

We obtain 𝛽 by relating the RGB camera’s field of view 𝜙 to the
number of pixels 𝑤𝑐 from the image center 𝐶 to the image edge
and the number of pixels𝑤𝑝 from the image edge to the pixel of 𝑃
in the captured image,

tan(𝛽) =
𝑤𝑐 −𝑤𝑝

𝑤𝑐
tan

(
𝜙

2

)
. (2)
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Using Equation 1 and Equation 2, we compute 𝑑 as

𝑑 =
𝑙

tan(𝛼) + tan(𝛽)

=
𝑙

tan(𝛼) + 𝑤𝑐−𝑤𝑝

𝑤𝑐
tan

(
𝜙
2

) . (3)

To improve the accuracy of depth estimates, our one-time calibra-
tion obtains the defraction angle 𝛼 using a known distance 𝑑𝛼 :

𝛼 = arctan
(
𝑙

𝑑𝛼
−
𝑤𝑐 −𝑤𝑝,𝛼

𝑤𝑐
tan

(
𝜙

2

))
. (4)

To estimate the depth of any point in the detected diffraction pattern,
we associate it with the diffraction angle 𝛼 of its corresponding
laser beam. We start with the central reflection that originates
from the one non-diffracted ray that occurs at the center of all
reflected points (and often with higher intensity). We then link the
detected reflections to their corresponding𝛼-values of the diffracted
laser rays based on their offset to the central reflection. TapLight’s
diffraction grating produces an angle 𝛼 of 4.9◦ between the laser
beams, which we verified during calibration.

In a final step, we transform each reflection point to the 3D world
coordinate system. For this, we add the corresponding 3D offset
to the 6D pose of the camera, which is rigidly mounted to the VR
headset and thus tracked within the environment.

Fit a plane to the sparse depth observations. To finish the discovery
of potential physical touch surfaces in the environment, we make
use of the fact that a plane is defined by three non-collinear points.
We thus fit a 3D plane for each frame using the plane equation:
𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐 = 𝑧. Given 𝑛 points with 3D coordinates [𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ]:

𝑥0 𝑦0 1
𝑥1 𝑦1 1

· · ·
𝑥𝑛 𝑦𝑛 1



𝑎

𝑏

𝑐

 =


𝑧0
𝑧1
· · ·
𝑧𝑛

 (5)

We can rewrite this as Ax = B where x represents the coefficients
of the plane. Since TapLight detects a minimum of 5 points in each
valid frame, this system is over-determined. We thus use the left
Moore–Penrose inverse to obtain the plane coefficients as

𝑎

𝑏

𝑐

 =
(
A𝑇A

)−1
A𝑇B. (6)
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Figure 5: Triangulation with a camera and a laser emitter
to estimate depth. Left: We calculate the depth 𝑑 of a point
in the scene using the baseline length 𝑙 , the laser beam’s
diffraction angle 𝛼 , and the angle 𝛽. Right: The horizontal
angle 𝛽 results from the horizontal position of the point in
the camera image and the camera’s field of view 𝜙 .

To assess the goodness of fit for the estimated plane, we calculate
the residual error 𝑒 as

𝑒 = |B − Ax|

= |B − A
(
A𝑇A

)−1
A𝑇B|.

(7)

Finally, we conclude that the laser reflection pattern lies on a surface
if the residual between the points and the plane is smaller than a
threshold value 𝜏 . We empirically established 𝜏 to be 30mm.

3.2 Contact detection from speckle vibrometry
To detect touch contact, our method analyzes the temporal changes
in the laser speckle pattern that emerges when laser beams inter-
sect with the user’s hand or a physical surface. In such cases, their
diffused reflections interfere and are subsequently captured as tex-
tured frames by a camera’s exposed sensor. Moments of contact
induce temporal effects within this speckle pattern, which manifest
as distinctive peaks in coarseness and, thus, provide an effective
means to remotely resolve object vibration.

Camera interface. For contact detection, TapLight integrates an
embedded global-shutter grayscale camera (OnsemiMT9V034) with
an exposed sensor. Removing the lens but leaving the case intact
limits incident light to a 62◦ , which conveniently renders it oblivious
to motions outside the user’s field of view. The camera is configured
to output frames at a resolution of 80 px × 60 px at 280Hz, which
allows TapLight to resolve minute input sensations from vibrations
of up to 140Hz—the frequency range that covers the meaningful
band of tap and touch events [23, 35].

Extract a 1D vibrometry signal from speckle. TapLight senses remote
vibrations from the variations in the captured speckle across time.
We reduce the 2D speckle images over time into a 1D vibrometry
time series via the dissimilarity DSS(𝛿) [59]. This computes the
mean absolute intensity difference for various inter-sample spacing
distance vectors 𝛿 = (Δ𝑥,Δ𝑦),

𝐷𝑆𝑆 (𝛿) = E{|𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦) − 𝐼 (𝑥 + Δ𝑥,𝑦 + Δ𝑦) |},
where 𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦) is the intensity value at pixel (𝑥,𝑦) and E is the
expectation operator over all pixels of the image. We then con-
struct a statistical feature matrix M ∈ R(𝐿+1)×(2𝐿+1) where the
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element (𝑖, 𝑗) computes the dissimilatrity for the inter-sample dis-
tance 𝛿 = ( 𝑗 − 𝐿, 𝑖). The coarseness 𝐹crs for each frame is then

𝐹crs = 1/
∑︁

(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈𝑁𝑟

𝐷𝑆𝑆 (𝑖, 𝑗)/𝑛,

where 𝑁𝑟 = {(𝑖, 𝑗) : |𝑖 |, | 𝑗 | ≤ 𝐿} and 𝑛 is the number of elements in
the set 𝑁𝑟 . We set 𝐿 = 4 to analyze changes in the texture.

Identify candidate moments of physical contact. Making physical
contact causes rapid changes in the coarseness signal throughwhich
TapLight detects such events. We apply Pan-Tompkins [37] for peak
detection on the band-pass filtered coarseness signal (lower cutoff:
0.05Hz, upper cutoff: 105Hz) and square the forward derivative
of the filtered signal. Peaks above a threshold are extracted using
a moving window integration with a window length of 35ms. To
prevent the repeated detection of the same contact event, we set a
minimum inter-peak distance of 0.5 s.

Detect actual touch events. Finally, our touch detection verifies the
presence of an actual touch event and, if confirmed, forwards it
to the VR frontend. As input, our touch detection takes the hand
poses reported by the headset in world coordinates, the physical
surfaces TapLight has previously discovered (Section 3.1), as well
as candidate moments of physical contact, each of which triggers
this process. For each candidate moment, we verify that one of the
two index finger positions reported by the headset in world coor-
dinates is within a maximum distance to a plane that our method
has discovered before. We reject touch event candidates if the lat-
eral velocity of the user’s hand is too large, since upon touch the
magnitude of the hand’s motion towards a surface is considerably
larger than its lateral velocity.

If both conditions are satisfied for a finger, TapLight confirms
the touch event. For increased touch accuracy, we refine the input
location reported by the headset by projecting the headset-supplied
3D coordinate of the tracked finger onto the previously discovered
plane following the user’s current gaze vector. TapLight then emits
the input event in the VR app.

3.3 System integration
TapLight is powered by an 8-core Intel Core i7-9700K CPU at
3.6 GHz to run its tracking pipeline, signal processing, and message
exchange with the VR frontend. All signal processing, for depth
and touch alike, runs on the CPU in real-time thanks to the low
resolution of our input images. The PC’s NVIDIA GeForce RTX
3090 GPU exclusively rendered the VR environment, but it was not
necessary for TapLight’s operation.

3.4 Virtual Reality
TapLight interfaces with VR frontends implemented using Unity
2021 for the Oculus Quest 2 VR headset. We used web sockets for
communication between our tracking system and the VR apps. VR
apps receive the hand poses from the Quest 2 at ∼70Hz and for-
ward it to TapLight’s processing pipeline along with the headset’s
global 6D pose in world coordinates. TapLight’s processing backend
detects input from our sensing subsystems, maintains the list of
detected surfaces as well as events on them, and transmits updates
and interactions to the VR environment.

stethoscope
(for reference)

TapLight

solid wall

office desk

wooden
shelf

Figure 6: In our technical evaluation, participants provided
touch events on these three surfaces. To evaluate TapLight’s
depth accuracy, the headset was additionally equipped with
retroreflective Optitrack markers.

4 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
The purpose of this evaluation was to establish TapLight’s efficacy
in supporting direct touch input on physical surfaces surrounding
a user for interaction in VR. We studied TapLight’s accuracy in
terms of surface detection and touch detection. Figure 6 shows our
environment for both evaluations.

4.1 Depth estimation & surface detection study
In our first evaluation, we verified our sparse surface detection
method. For this, we aimed to determine the accuracy of surface
angles detected by our pipeline as well as the error of records
captured across a single surface.

Procedure. Different materials exhibit distinguishable deformations
in response to force due to variances in the density and internal
microstructures [38]. To evaluate the performance of TapLight, we
used multiple surfaces in our experiments as shown in Figure 6.
Our surface test set included a solid wall, painted uniformly with
acrylic paint during construction, a contemporary office desk (i.e.,
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) coated with melamine with a
smooth and glossy surface), and a wooden shelf (sanded plywood
with a cedar veneer). Testing our system on various surfaces enabled
us to evaluate its ability to detect and distinguish between different
types of touches on different materials, as well as its versatility and
robustness across settings and applications.

Two experimenters conducted this evaluation to account for
differences in speed of motion and incident angles. The experi-
menters held and pointed the VR headset at a variety of angles at
the surfaces in 1-minute intervals with five repetitions each.

In a follow-up experiment, we repeated this procedure on two
additional surface materials: cardboard and a reflective blue plastic
overlay with a thickness of 1.5mm. Each new surface type was
placed on top of the table and the wall.

Interfaces. For reference, we tracked all surfaces and the headset
itself with an 8-camera Optitrack Prime 13 system, which reported
object positions and orientations with sub-mm accuracy. The cam-
eras surrounded the markers attached to all surfaces and had an
unobstructed view of the moving VR headset.
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Figure 7: TapLight’s mean depth estimation error for varying
distances between the headset and a sensed surface point
over the reconstructed table, shelf, and wall area (blue line).
The blue background indicates the 95% confidence interval.

As the experimental interface, we used TapLight to emit struc-
tured laser light through our diffraction grating as described above,
record diffused laser reflections through its RGB camera, record
speckle using its monochrome camera, and process all data through
the pipeline described in Section 3.

Results. We compared the distances between the VR headset and
each detected surface between TapLight’s surface estimates and the
OptiTrack’s recordings. We thereby evaluated the accuracy of our
algorithm and determined the impact of surface types and angles
on the accuracy of measurements.

We obtained a mean absolute error (MAE) of 21.9mm (table),
45.1mm (shelf), and 51.1mm (wall) for the estimated depth dis-
tances. Our method reconstructed surface normals with an error of
2.77◦ (table), 13.8◦ (shelf), and 5.9◦ (wall).

Effect of additional surface materials. TapLight’s reconstruction
error for cardboard on top of the table and wall was 16.9mm and
47.2mm, respectively. For the plastic overlay, the error was 19.5mm
for the table and 51.6mm for the wall.

Effect of distance between TapLight and surface. The mean depth
error across the reconstructed surfaces of the table, shelf, and wall
was stable and < 4.8 cmwithin 1m (Figure 7). The error was 2.72 cm
from 0.25m, 4.65 cm from 0.55m, and 2.97 cm from 0.95m distance.

4.2 Contact detection study
We investigated the efficacy of TapLight’s touch detection on several
surface types. Since structured light speckle samples the motion and
vibration of the user’s hand upon touch but also the microvibrations
propagating through the surface, signal magnitude and detection
reliability may depend on the rigidity of the touch surface.

Task. Participants sat in an office chair, not leaning against its rest,
and were surrounded by three surfaces: an office table (horizontal),
a solid wall (vertical), and wooden shelf (vertical). Participants’ task

was to put on our TapLight prototype, which showed a virtual rep-
resentation of the surface. The experimenter instructed participants
to repeatedly touch the surface with an intensity and interaction
speed similar to how they would interact with an iPad or public
touchscreen. To touch, participants used their left index finger or
their right index finger.

Procedure. The experimenter began this evaluation with a short
introduction of TapLight and its purpose and then recorded partici-
pants’ demographic and anatomic details. During the evaluation,
the experimenter instructed participants on the finger to use for
touch input as well as the surface to touch. Participants repeated
60 touches with one index finger, as instructed, and produced an-
other 60 touches with the other index finger. Participants then
moved on to another surface, completing all three. Each participant
completed the evaluation in under 20minutes.

We used a stethoscope as a surface microphone to record ground-
truth moments of contact. The recorded audio signal shows distinct
and easily detectable peaks that enable the reliable detection of tap
events in environments without strong background noise.

Similar to our study of depth estimation, we evaluated TapLight’s
performance on other surface types in a follow-up study. Again,
we evaluated it on the cardboard overlay as well as on the 1.5mm
thick piece of plastic.

Participants. We recruited 8 participants from places around our
institution (3 female, 5 male, ages 23–36, mean=26.6 years). We mea-
sured three anatomical characteristics in participants to account for
how their hands may absorb vibrations: 1) length of middle finger
(70–89mm, mean=81mm), 2) height (158–190 cm, mean=174 cm),
and 3) width of the middle finger at the distal joint (15–21mm,
mean=17.4mm). Participants received a small gratuity for their
time after the evaluation.

Results. We compared the touch events TapLight detected with
the reference events from the surface microphone. Our method
achieved a recall of 0.937 (SD=0.03) and precision of 0.977 (SD=0.01)
across all participants, hence an 𝐹1-score of 0.953 (SD=0.02). We
considered a touch event detected by our method correct if it was
the closest detected touch event to a reference event and the latency
between the two events was smaller than 300ms.

Effect of surface type. For touch events on the table, TapLight
achieved a recall of 0.938, a precision of 0.976, and an 𝐹1-score of
0.952. On the wall, the recall, precision, and 𝐹1-score was 0.930,
0.994, and 0.960, respectively. On the shelf, our method detected
taps with a recall of 0.943, precision of 0.961, and an 𝐹1-score of
0.950. On cardboard, TapLight achieved a precision of 1.000, a recall
of 0.926, and an 𝐹1-score of 0.962. On the plastic overlay, precision
was 0.963, recall was 0.867, and the 𝐹1-score was 0.912.

Effect of distance between TapLight and surface. In another follow-
up experiment, we evaluated the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at
varying distances from the table. We computed SNR as the mean of
the squared offset between the peaks of the moving window sum
divided by the mean of the squared unfiltered noise during periods
without touches. At a distance of 0.45m from the table, the SNR was
44.9 dB (precision=1.000, recall=1.000, 𝐹1-score=1.000). At a distance
of 0.6m, the SNR dropped to 32.1 dB, with a corresponding precision,
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Figure 8: Our demos show TapLight’s integration with VR environments to provide touch interaction with surface-aligned
content: (a) Tappy Bird, (b) a diagram editor in a craft workshop, (c) a world-within-world room design app that renders the
miniature setting around the user, (d) a web view embedded in VR with conventional touch support, (e) an interactive 2.5D city
map with pan and zoom control, and (f) a 2D map for city planners that allows annotating locations on the whiteboard.

recall, and 𝐹1-score value of 0.962, 1.000, and 0.981, respectively. At
a distance of 0.9m, the SNR decreased to 11.4 dB, with a precision,
recall, and 𝐹1-score value of 0.634, 0.765, and 0.693, respectively.

Latency of contact detection. TapLight’s per-frame processing
took ∼2ms and computing coarseness accounted for most of this.
We used a 240 fps iPhone 12 Pro camera to measure the end-to-end
latency from multiple touches (moment of contact to the computer
display’s response, including processing and communication). We
found that TapLight’s mean latency was 50.4ms end-to-end.

4.3 Discussion
Our evaluation showed the efficacy of our method and TapLight’s
implementation during dynamic situations in a real-world office
environment. As expected, surface types affected distance accuracy,
which is likely due to surface finish and reflective properties.

Depth estimation. Most promisingly, our depth reconstruction
and normal estimation of a horizontal surface produced the lowest
errors. This supports our initial motivation that TapLight could
support touch input on passive surfaces in immersive scenarios.
Despite the sparsity of our sensing method, the low-resolution
cameras, and the use of off-the-shelf laser and diffraction grating,
TapLight achieved accuracies that are comparable to those obtained
with stationary consumer depth cameras on horizontal surfaces.

Touch detection & latency. Also promising was our method’s
capability of detecting rapid touch contact with physical surfaces—
reliably and with low latency in particular. TapLight’s latency of
50.4ms is lower than in related systems, including optical (69.2ms
in Fan and Xiao’s depth-based approach [16], ∼200ms in Dante’s
depth camera [40], ∼200ms on a Hololens [61]) and body-worn
sensors close to the finger (60–70ms in TapID’s wrist IMU [35]).

Sensing in motion. It is worth pointing out that throughout our
evaluation, TapLight was moving around, which deliberately in-
troduced considerable motion artifacts into our sensing evaluation.
Although participants were sitting, they still moved and turned
their heads during interaction. During the depth evaluation, the
experimenters also produced substantial motion while recording.

Overall, the results of our study support our approach to touch-
input sensing as a practical complement for the inside-out tracking
on consumer VR headsets to detect input events during regular
interaction and without requiring additional body-worn sensors.

5 APPLICATIONS
TapLight enables a wide variety of interactive VR scenarios that
benefit from surface interaction. We prototyped six use cases to
showcase TapLight capabilities, all running based on the input cues
from TapLight’s surface and touch detection as well as the Quest 2
headset tracking. Our apps span games, explorative, and productiv-
ity scenarios, all of which benefit from prolonged interaction that
is supported by passive haptic feedback.

Touch down & up detection. Our demo apps support drag, pan,
and zoom for bimanual interaction within the user’s field of view.
Our system determines the touching hand from the proximity to
the detected surface and the head-gaze center. Release events are
detected when the tip of the index finger, tracked by the VR headset,
exits a band of 4 cm above the surface. This simple 2-state touch
processing enables all our interaction modalities.

Demonstration apps. All apps afford situated interaction (Figure 8),
either in front of an empty table or a wall in the real world, immers-
ing the user and surrounding them with virtual content.
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(a) Tappy Bird. Since TapLight detects quick touch events, it can
power rapid input games, such as our take on the popular Flappy
Bird game. Tappy Bird can be played on any surface in VR.

(b) Diagram editor. Users can select diagram elements from a menu
that is attached to their left hand and diagrams of cells, connecting
lines, and arrows on the surface. Users may also draw annotations.
Diagram elements can be rearranged through touch & drag, as
common in editors on traditional multitouch devices.

(c) Room design editor. Our room designer allows placing 3D ele-
ments from a menu into the room on the table in front of the user
through touch. Elements can be rotated and dragged. Once a design
has been created, users can render it in the space around them to
experience the design in a situated setting to scale.

(d) VR web view. Our web view allows embedding any web page
into virtual environments. The view can be navigated through the
common touch controls to select links, scroll, zoom, etc.

(e) 2.5D city map. In this immersive geo renderer, we stream live
data from Bing Maps and visualize the 2.5D building structure of a
city. The map can be operated through touch controls, including
panning and zooming using both hands.

(f) City planning. Finally, we designed a simple 2D map view that
allows users to inspect locations and extract them for further an-
notation on the adjacent whiteboard. This demo works in situated
settings that include two walls, such as the corner of a room, yet
gives the impression of a much larger creative space.

6 LIMITATIONS
The use of a laser. TapLight was operated in closed environments
by a single user only. The VR headset covered the user’s eyes, which
blocked laser reflections during motion. TapLight could substitute
the visible laser with an infrared emitter, such as those embedded in
structured light cameras (e.g., Kinect, Intel RealSense) and mobile
phones (e.g., iPhone 12 Pro, Huawei P30, Google Pixel 4).

Operation range. TapLight’s depth estimation, plane extraction,
and touch detection reliably works within arm’s length—the range
where touch input is needed.While the signal diminishes for farther
surfaces, TapLight’s range of 1m suffices for situated interaction.

Field of view & sparse depth. TapLight’s current diffraction grating
limits the spatial resolution of depth to be sparse. Since we require
five reflections, TapLight can detect empty surfaces larger than
20 cm2 (30 cm away) or 80 cm2 (60 cm away). Our method rejects
non-empty surfaces such as cluttered desks based on the plane’s
residual error, thereby preventing undesirable collisions.

Index fingers only. TapLight currently limits touch to the index
fingers and cannot disambiguate individual fingers as done in our
systems TapID or TapType, which used a wrist-worn sensor [35, 50].

Situated interaction. While TapLight reliably operates during mo-
tion, which is beneficial for integration into a headset, app users and
study participants were seated, which limited their head motion.
Using TapLight while standing or even walking may introduce ad-
ditional motion. We guard against false positives by relating finger
positions to detected surfaces but have not evaluated this.

7 IMPLICATIONS & FUTUREWORK
The main implication of our work is that structured light speckle is
a viable method to complement depth sensing with minute motion
and vibration sensing of objects in view—using vision as the one
sensing modality and operating from a single vantage point. Thus,
our work opens up the opportunity for rich action and interaction
sensing on one integrated device—phenomena that may have so far
required (additional) wearable inertial sensors or motion sensor-
instrumented environments to resolve.While the focus in this paper
has been on detecting hand-object interactions, in particular touch
input on physical surfaces, our approach can generalize beyond this
input modality to capturing a wider set of behaviors and events.

7.1 Rich camera-based touch & contact sensing
Structured light speckle shows a path forward that could allow
vision-based touch detection to approach the interactive rates and
detection accuracy common on surface-based touch sensors [22].
This includes recognizing touch in realistic configurations, i.e., re-
liably detecting events that are quick [16], subtle [33], and am-
biguous [50]. Establishing this sensing capability using cameras
will allow touch to become a recognized input modality as part of
the interaction vocabulary in everyday surroundings—not just in
VR [10, 53, 54] but also the wider Mixed Reality ecosystem.

Capturing the precise moment of touch contact will also improve
spatial input accuracy. Since egocentric sensing platforms align
well with users’ mental models of precise input [30], the temporal
certainty of input events can help already accurate sensing methods
(e.g., 4.8mm [60] corrected for systematic offsets, 9.8mm [43] at 3m)
to further reduce errors towards the precision of touchscreens [29]—
without the need for dwelling or signal aggregation and while
supporting a fully movable sensing platform.

Building on our method’s moment of contact detection, vision-
based approaches also have the opportunity to better estimate touch
shape. While inferring and interpreting shape has been an active
area of research in touch sensing [1, 6, 49], this task has become
popular in camera-based methods only recently due to advances
in deep learning, which scale beyond fingers and hands [21] to
human-level contact [17, 64]. We believe that sensing moments of
physical contact and interaction will further aid these tasks.

Combined with previous work on speckle-based remote sens-
ing [66, 70], our method also has implications for capturing touch
force [38], especially when integrated into fluid interaction inMixed
Reality. Remote vibrometry could thereby offer a powerful input
signal for learning-based methods that aim to detect touch and pres-
sure from monocular cameras [20] and facilitate their operation on
non-stationary sensing systems.

7.2 Transfer inertial methods to depth cameras
A final implication of our work is that structured light speckle can
benefit the research on camera-based scene understanding, creating
a bridge between the body of work on signal processing for inertial
sensors and the computer vision community. We see an opportunity
for future work to adapt processing methods for inertial sensors
for the use in remote vibrometry to aid tasks such as human action
recognition, robotics, and telemedicine. (See Chen et al.’s survey
for an overview of possibilities [8].)
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8 CONCLUSION
We have presented Structured Light Speckle, a method that fuses
structured light-based depth estimation with speckle-based imag-
ing to resolve remote vibrometry, such as during human-object
interaction. Our prototype TapLight, an add-on system to current
Mixed Reality headsets, implements this method specifically for dis-
covering real-world surfaces that surround the user and for reliably
detecting touch input on them. The use of structured light speckle
enables TapLight to integrate both into a single device, forgoing
the need for additional wearable sensors or instrumentation of the
environment. TapLight complements camera-based hand tracking
in current immersive systems and extends their interaction modes
with reliable touch sensing, allowing surrounding physical affor-
dances to be adopted in immersive interactive scenarios to provide
passive haptic feedback upon input.

Our evaluation of TapLight showed its efficacy in detecting hor-
izontal surfaces with an error of 22mm in distance and 2.8◦ in
normal error, sufficient for real-time integration during regular
interaction. Our system registers interaction at speeds, intensities,
and with a reliability that is common on touch devices, performing
all tracking from a single apparatus, and robustly operating while
in motion during regular wear.
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